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Try Kid Connection on for size!

kid Connection Year 1 Quarter 1

Looking for a kids’ program to fit your
• small Sunday school?
• midweek children’s program?
• community outreach kids’ ministry?
A large group/small group curriculum for kids in grades K-6, Kid Connection fits—
whether you have one kid or one hundred! Exciting Bible story presentations keep
everyone engaged, and age-appropriate activities help kids connect what they’ve
learned to their lives. Best of all, Kid Connection incorporates the three “R”s—
Reformed, Relational, and Relevant—so you know kids are learning biblical truths
while building relationships and having a great time!
Each easy-to-teach lesson has two components:
• Large Group where all kids meet together to worship God and hear the Bible story.
• Small Group where kids divide into age-graded groups to dive deeper into
the Word.
Teaching materials include the following:
• Get Connected (Leader’s Devotional)
• Teaching tips
• Ideas for involving preteens
• Easy options
• Extra activities
• One-on-One mentoring session plans
Designed to save you time and money, the reproducible pages and songs are available
on one handy CD—so you can print the reproducible pages you need and listen to
songs right from your computer! (Reproducibles can also be purchased in booklet
format; photocopy as many as you need!)
Guess What! There’s more! Every Kid Connection unit corresponds with an issue of
Guess What!—a family magazine that gives you the opportunity to help families
connect with God. Kids love the stories, fun facts, jokes, and activities; parents
appreciate the family worship ideas, parenting column, and tear-out monthly calendar.
You can order one magazine per student or one per family—either way, you’ll be
helping families connect!
Check out www.KidConnectionOnline.org for online updates, newsletters and
teaching tips.
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What’s Included
• 4 Easy-to-use large and small group sessions for K-3 and 4-6
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• Guess What! Family Magazine for kids and their families
• Sing With Me Songbook
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Any questions or comments about Kid
Connection? We’d love to hear from you.
Faith Alive Christian Resources
1-800-333-8300
editors@faithaliveresources.org
RCA Children’s Ministry Office
1-800-968-3943
childrensministry@rca.org
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Leader Connection
Hi! Welcome to Kid Connection. We’ve been looking forward to working with you. In
fact, before the first words of this curriculum were put on paper, we were praying for the
teachers and kids who would be using it—and now, here you are! Isn’t that awesome?
We realize that starting something new can be very exciting and a little scary. New lessons
and new faces can be intimidating—whether you’re a first-time teacher or one with years
of experience. We want to assure you that Kid Connection was designed with teachers as
well as kids in mind—lessons are easy to follow, filled with teaching tips, and as much fun
for you as they are for the kids! It’s our hope and prayer that you’ll sense us walking beside
you as you minister to each child God places in your path.
One more thing—we’d love to hear how things are going in your program! On the copyright
page of this manual you’ll find out how you can reach us. Please contact us with questions
and feedback or just to share good news about what God is doing in your children’s ministry. This is going to be great—so let’s get started!
What’s So Different About Kid Connection?
When it comes to curriculum, a one-size-fits-all approach just doesn’t make sense. Kids
have different learning styles, leaders have different teaching styles, and churches come
in different sizes. Over the years we’ve worked hard to create curriculum that meets those
needs by providing a variety of teaching options for leaders and diverse learning activities
for kids; yet, in the back of our minds, we knew something more had to be done to meet
the needs of churches with fewer kids.
Enter Kid Connection—the curriculum specifically designed to meet the unique needs of
kids’ ministry in smaller churches.
How Did We Do It?
We began by learning from the experts—folks involved in children’s ministry at smaller
churches from around North America. Over the years many of you in smaller churches have
called us to seek advice, pass along frustrations, and share what you know. Your input has
been invaluable! We also met with a wide range of children’s ministry leaders from smaller
church school programs across North America.
Here’s What We Learned:
• Size and supplies may go hand in hand. Leaders told us that they often have to make do
with less due to financial constraints.
• Fewer children means combined age classes. It just makes sense to put different ages
together rather than form several classes of one child each!
• Meeting spaces vary. Folks told us they are meeting in large downtown churches,
medium suburban churches, small rural churches, rented facilities like storefronts,
schools, theaters, and more.
• Church age doesn’t matter. Churches with few kids may have been around for many
years or not so many years, and an ever-growing number of smaller children’s ministry
programs are at new church plants.
• Children’s ministry leaders in smaller church programs are incredibly creative folks! Let’s
face it, running a quality children’s program with three kids ages 5, 6, and 10, while
using grade 2 curriculum intended for a class of eight to fifteen kids, is no easy task.
Leaders must become incredibly inventive problem solvers! Which brings us to the next
thing we learned. . . .
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• Children’s ministry leaders in small church settings are tired! Tailoring existing curriculum
to meet the needs of multi-age classes, stretching supplies, and sometimes meeting in
very non-traditional settings (we know of one group who meets in a school locker room)
is exhausting!
Here’s What We Did:
• We hired creative, inventive, problem-solving writers. Sound familiar? That’s because
many of them are in smaller church settings—just like you!
• We determined which format works best and figured out ways to meet the challenges of
a smaller church, added that to what we already knew, and created curriculum.
• We tested the curriculum we’d created in different smaller church settings until we were
sure it worked for teachers and kids, then fine-tuned some more.
And here’s the result: Kid Connection—a curriculum specifically designed with smaller children’s ministry programs in mind. A curriculum that incorporates the three Rs—Reformed,
Relational, and Relevant—in such a way that teachers, kids, and families keep coming back
for more!
• Reformed because we believe every story in the Bible tells us about God and must be
understood as part of the one story of God’s redemption and restoration of this fallen
world through Jesus Christ.
• Relational because we know that the best way to positively engage kids is by establishing
and developing meaningful relationships.
• Relevant because while the message of the Bible never changes, kid culture does, and so
we need to tailor our teaching methods to our audience.
That’s Not All!
Here are some of the values we’ve built into every session:
• Simplicity. Great doesn’t have to be complicated! Each session is easy to follow and is
filled with teaching tips so teachers can enjoy the sessions as much as the kids do.
• Faith. Our sessions are designed to grow faith as kids (and leaders) take one step closer
to God each week.
• Community. Kids want to belong—and we think church is a pretty important place to
know you’re always welcome! Each session provides time for kids and leaders to build
relationships in a loving, accepting, and safe community called a small group.
• Fun. Kids should LOVE to come to church! Kid Connection creates fun without distorting
the message to create a learning atmosphere kids can’t resist.
• Diversity. God’s diverse family is worth celebrating! The folks who wrote Kid Connection
are from a variety of races and cultures—just like the kids you’re ministering to—and the
sessions encourage kids to learn about, love, and appreciate all people in God’s family.
• Family. Ministering to kids is most effective when it’s done in partnership with their families, so we’ve provided you with a simple way to connect with the families of the kids you
serve (more about that later . . .).
How Does It Work?
Glad you asked! Each session has a large and small group time. During the large group
time all ages are combined for worship, an attention-grabbing introduction, and an exciting
presentation of that day’s Bible story. The large group time takes approximately 20 minutes. For the second half of the lesson, kids break off into smaller, graded groups (K-3 and
4-6) to connect with their leaders and dive deeper into the Bible story. The small group time
takes approximately 25 minutes. We’ve also added What Else? Options for groups who have
longer than 45 minutes together.
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Why Use a Large Group/Small Group Format?
Remember our research? We discovered that the best way to introduce kids to the Bible
story in a smaller church setting is to present it to all ages at once. Meeting as a whole
group also gives you an opportunity to sing, welcome any
newcomers, pass on information, pray, and, if desired, take
TIP
an offering.
If you’re short on team
members, some large group
Sounds Simple . . . But How Many Leaders Are
leaders may also be willRequired?
ing to take on small group
Kid Connection is a gift-based curriculum designed to
responsibilities.
make the best possible use of the gifts God gives to those
involved. Each lesson requires one large group leader as
well as a small group leader for each small group you have that day.
Some characteristics to help determine the area in which
you feel most equipped to serve:
Large group leaders are folks who love to tell a good story,
who aren’t afraid to look silly, and who have a flair for the
dramatic and a passion for children’s ministry.
Small group leaders are natural encouragers, good listeners,
and communicators who relate well with kids and who want
to help kids take one step closer to God.
How Do I Group the Kids?
Although we suggest grouping kids into grades K-3 and 4-6,
we realize every program is different. Sometimes you may
have many more kids in one age group than another. Since
everyone is studying the same Bible story at the same time,
if your program starts to grow, simply divide groups as necessary. For example, you could have a K-1 and a 2-3 group
and use the same K-3 material. Another alternative would
be to have two K-3 groups. Kid Connection curriculum is
structured to be flexible enough to meet the changing needs
of your program.

TIP
Some folks in your congregation may not really enjoy
working with kids, but are
still willing to help. Those
with administrative gifts are
great people to print out
and/or photocopy materials,
manage supplies, and organize whatever is needed for
small group activities.

TIP
Kids love having a fun name
for their small group instead
of a title that describes their
grade level—and it simplifies
things if you ever need to
subdivide a group.

Will Preteens Participate?
Older kids are often grappling with the physical and emotional changes that make them
want to avoid possible embarrassment and always look cool. As a result, self-conscious kids
who want to avoid doing anything they perceive as childlike probably will have a hard time
joining in with some of the large group stuff—not necessarily because they don’t want to,
but because they can’t risk looking silly. Also, the preteens in your group may have heard
the same Bible stories year after year and show up prepared to be bored.
What can you do?
First, understand that the grade 6 kids who joined your group in September may be very
different by January or May! Respect their feelings. Don’t force kids to participate if they
feel uncomfortable, and don’t take their comments personally! Remember, older kids may
roll their eyes, sing without moving their lips, or respond to questions in monosyllables—but
they are still listening in their own “cool” way!
Second, consider creating a “Leader in Training” (L.I.T.) program. Invite older kids to
become part of the L.I.T. program and give them some special responsibilities like being
part of a “setup team” that prepares the room each week, running the CD player, or assigning them to buddy up with a younger child.
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How can we help you?
First, by giving you fresh ways to present familiar Bible stories. Kids this age enjoy quirky
props, exaggeration, surprise, opportunities for creative involvement, and fun adults. The
“What’s Up?” activities often involve bizarre props and obvious jokes that make little kids
laugh and savvy older kids smile or smirk. Audience participation during storytelling helps
little kids keep up and gives older kids something to do.
Remember, if you’re willing to leave your comfort zone while telling a story, older kids are
more likely to leave theirs!
Second, we’ve inserted Involving Preteens tips right into the sessions to provide you with
specific ways to get preteens involved. Above all, let kids this age know you love them and
you love to see them, no matter how they look or act!
Where Do Families Fit In?
Each month, families will receive a copy of Guess What!—an exciting new family magazine
designed to link the Bible stories taught at church with what happens at home. Kids will
love the games, jokes, crafts, recipes, and other activities; parents will appreciate the suggestions for family devotions, monthly activity calendars, and Parent Connection pages filled
with practical ideas every family can use.
We know that the families whose kids attend your program are a diverse group! Many families are eager to find ways to help their kids take one step closer to God. Some families may
be new to the faith and, although they want to teach their kids about Jesus, they have no
idea where to begin. Still others may not attend church themselves but allow their children
to be part of your program. Guess What! is designed to be accessible to each of the families
whose kids attend your program, regardless of church background, and is intended to keep
kids connecting with God.
Connect with Us!
You’re not alone. We’re here to help you make your children’s ministry program the best it
can be. If you have questions or comments, you can reach us by e-mail or by phone (see
contact information on copyright page).
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Using
Kid Connection

Get Connected
This one’s for you! Each session
contains a short devotional, complete
with ideas for personal prayer (Pray
About It) and a teaching tip (Tell
About It). Pour a cup of coffee, put
your feet up, and spend some quiet
time with God each week before you
begin preparing your lesson!
Large Group
Praise, prayer, participation,
and an attention-grabbing Bible story
presentation happen during this large
group time. Large group is divided
into two steps—What’s Up? and Guess
What! Whether your
large group consists of
two, four, or many more,
we’ve provided you with
all you need to share
God’s Word with kids in a
meaningful way.

3

What’s Up?
Each session
begins with a warm
welcome, an opportunity for praise, and an
exciting introduction to
what’s coming up—all of
which tells kids you’re
glad they came, God
loves them, and they’re
going to have fun!
Guess What!
Now that you’ve
got everyone’s attention, it’s time to present the Bible story.
Our detailed instructions, tips, and simple
storytelling steps will
keep kids involved and
engaged as the large
group leader shares
God’s Word.
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Small Group
During this small group
learning time, kids connect with
God, with their leader, and with
their peers. Small group is divided
into two steps—So What? and Do
What?—during which combined
grades of kids (K-3 and 4-6) dive
in and respond to the Bible story
they’ve just heard in an ageappropriate way.

3

6

So What?
Kids have heard the Word; now
it’s time to apply it! In the loving,
accepting, and safe community of a
small group, kids and leaders build
relationships and engage in a variety
of activities designed to help kids
connect the Bible story to their lives.

Do What?
Each session ends with an opportunity for kids to respond to God
through activities that may include
prayer, journal writing, drama,
movement, games,
crafts, and more.
Options and Easy
Options
In each session you’ll
find other ideas you can
substitute to create a lesson that works best for you and
your kids. The choice is yours!

6

What Else? (If You Have Extra
Time)
Extra activities and games
for those days when
you’ve still got time to do
more!
One-on-One Fun
Here you’ll find ways to adapt the complete lesson for an
audience of one! One-on-One Fun is an excellent option if
your children’s ministry program consists of you and one or
two children. But be prepared—we think kids will have so
much fun they’ll start bringing their friends!
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Program CD
Reproducible Pages
On the program CD you’ll find reproducible resources you can print and/or photocopy and
use in your teaching. The weekly session plans will tell you which pages you need.
If you wish, you may also purchase a print version of the reproducible pages.
Songs
Each lesson includes song suggestions that complement what is being taught and a CD
containing the songs for each quarter is included with the leader’s guide. We also
suggest you purchase a copy of Sing With Me—a songbook
TIP
that includes the music for most of the songs used in Kid
Play CDs as background
Connection and more.
music when kids arrive or
Occasionally you may wish to substitute some songs we’ve
while they’re doing a craft.
suggested for those you know will have a greater impact on
your particular group of kids. Check out some of the excellent praise and worship CDs that are widely available for
TIP
purchase or invite kids to bring in some of the Christian CDs
You’ll want to strongly
they love and incorporate those into your lessons.
encourage adult and teen
helpers to join in during
We know not everyone feels comfortable leading music and
music and all other large
not every church has musical instruments readily available.
group activities—kids love
Using the CDs makes things easy because you can just sing
it! It shows them you value
along! Also, remember that participation, not perfection is
what they’re doing, and it
the goal—you’re praising God together, not preparing for a
models great participation!
performance!
Here are some other music ideas that may work well in your program:
• Invite a musician to drop by once a month to lead the large group in the songs for that
unit.
• Involve kids in the teaching by asking if anyone would like to take the CD home, create
some actions to the song, and then teach them to the group the following week.
• Clap, snap, and dance to a song you can’t sing.

Memory Connection and Memory Cards
Kids love collecting stuff. Memory Cards are a great way for
them to collect God’s Word! At the beginning of each session
you’ll find a monthly Memory Connection Bible passage you
can memorize together. In the reproducible booklet you’ll
find that Bible passage printed in a collectible format called a
Memory Card. We’ve included two passages, one for kindergarten-grade 3 and the other for grades 4-6, in two versions
(to serve the preferences of different congregations and
denominations): Today’s New International Version and the
New Revised Standard Version.
Whether or not you opt to memorize the verses together,
print and create the Memory Cards and pass them out to
your students each month, encouraging them to collect the
verses and read them often!
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TIP
Photocopy Memory Cards
onto colored cardstock,
using a different color for
each verse, and cut apart.
They’ll be more durable and
kids will try to collect each
color!

TIP
Invite a small group to teach
the actions they’ve developed to the larger group!

Here are some ideas to help you incorporate the Memory Connection verses into your
lessons:
• Read through the passage together each week during small group time. Look through
the small group portion of the session for an appropriate time to do this. There may be a
transition time between So What? and Do What? where you could pause and review the
verse. Or use the last five minutes of your time together to read through the verse.
• Make it memorable by creating actions together that correspond with different words or
phrases in the verse.
• Put it to music. Some verses have a natural rhythm that may make them work with a
well-known tune. Or ask kids to sing the tune of one of their favorite songs from the
radio. Then sing it together, substituting the Bible verse for the lyrics.
• Turn it into a clapping rhyme. Ask kids to teach you a hand-clapping rhyme, and then
clap the verse together.
• Illustrate the verse after reading it through together.
Try these ideas to make collecting Memory Cards a success with your kids:
• Punch a hole in the top corner of each Memory Card and provide each child with a key
ring to hang verses on, adding new verses as the collection grows. (Key rings are very
inexpensive and can be found at dollar or office supply
TIP
stores.) Suggest they hang them from their backpack.
Make extra copies of each
• Purchase mini photo albums or small cardboard craft
Memory Card along with
boxes at the dollar store for kids to tuck their collections
whatever collection method
into.
you choose so that any kids
who join your program can
• Encourage kids to locate the verses in their home Bibles
create their own complete
and use the Memory Cards to bookmark the place.
collection.
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What About Learning Styles?
Each session of Kid Connection contains activities designed to
reach kids using a variety of learning styles. Why? Studies have
shown that people learn differently. If what we teach is going
to impact kids, we need to pay attention to how we teach. The
result? More fun for kids, fewer discipline problems for teachers,
and greater opportunity for life-changing ministry!
To find out which learning styles will benefit most from each
activity, look for these learning style icons:

TIP
Check the reproducible
pages for two child-friendly
versions of the quiz you can
use to find out more about
how the kids in your group
learn—one for K-3 and one
for 4-6 (pp. 19 and 20). For
the older kids, quiz answers
are the same as those on
p. 17 of this leader’s guide.

Earth Smart

Number Smart

Body Smart

Self Smart

Music Smart

People Smart

Word Smart

Picture Smart

These icons are a reminder that all sessions were planned with the needs of each child in
your children’s ministry program in mind. As you get to know the kids in your group, all you
need to do is glance at the icons for a sense of which activities will have the most appeal for
your group.
Is this just a kid thing?
No! Discover your learning style with our quick quiz!
Rate the following activities on a scale of 1-8, using all 8 numbers. For example, place a 1
beside the activity you’d enjoy most and find easiest to do and an 8 beside the activity you
don’t enjoy and would find difficult. When you’re through, check out the chart on page 17 to
reveal how you learn best!
A. _______ Spend time gardening, taking care of pets, hiking in the woods, camping in a
wilderness area.
B. _______ Sing, hum, whistle, play an instrument, or listen to music.
C. _______ Balance a checkbook, develop computer programs, work on logic puzzles, create charts and time lines.
D. _______ Be with other people, work on a group project or game, participate in discussions.
E. _______ Exercise, dance, swim, play an active game, run, take part in a drama.
F. _______

Read, do word puzzles, write letters, spend time on e-mail, practice tongue
twisters and limericks, tell and listen to stories.

G. _______ Spend time alone thinking or reflecting, keep a journal or diary, work on personal growth, socially or spiritually.
H. _______ Doodle, draw maps, paint or draw pictures, take photographs, watch movies or
TV.
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How do you learn best?
Find the letter beside which you placed a 1 and read the description to discover your best
personal learning style. The letters to which you assigned 2 and 3 are also ways you enjoy
learning. Number 8 is the way it’s most difficult for you to learn.
A. You’re earth smart and learn best through activities connected to living things
and nature.
B. You’re music smart. When is comes to sound, music, and rhythm, you’ve got
the beat!
C. You’re number smart. Problem solving, logical puzzles, games, patterns, and
graphs all add up to fun for you!
D. You’re people smart and learn best when you interact with others.

E. You’re body smart. When it comes to learning, you put your whole self in and
enjoy hands-on experiences.
F. You’re word smart and love language. Listening, reading, and speaking are the
ways you learn best.
G. You’re self smart. You like to think things through and are an independent
learner.
H. You’re picture smart and learn best by visualizing concepts. A picture really is
worth a thousand words to you!
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SESSION 1

Something from Nothing

Scripture
Genesis 1:1-19
Focus
Awesome God! Awesome world!
Memory Connection
Psalm 100:1-3 (K-3)
Psalm 100:1-5 (4-6)

Get Connected
Hear It
“In the beginning God...” Right off the bat the biblical story starts with God. It calls us to
stop and marvel at God’s mighty and majestic work. The sheer goodness, beauty, and
excellence of what God made boggles our minds. As you tell the story, be sure to model
that wonder. Encouraging the children to praise their Creator fits perfectly with the tone
and purpose of this passage.
“In the beginning God created the heavens and the earth.” That’s the bottom line. Genesis
gives us a covenantal view of creation. It starts with a God who deeply cares about and
delights in and is connected to what has been made. Because it’s so precious to our
Creator, we also need to treasure it (and take good care of it).
Help your class marvel at God’s power. God creates just by speaking. Challenge your
students to make something out of absolutely nothing. Unimaginable, isn’t it? God is truly
great!
First God creates light. How’s that possible before there are heavenly bodies? Genesis
doesn’t say. Next God creates a space dividing the waters above (that come through holes
in the sky when it rains) from the waters below (that are found in the sea and the springs
that bubble up from the ground). Then God creates the dry ground and the seas, good
places where animals and humans can live. Notice, in each case, how the Creator takes
what is chaotic and mixed-up (night, the waters, and the sea) and separates it, putting
each thing in its rightful place. Then, because God continues to be in charge of it, the
Creator gets to give it its name.
The fourth creative act is a bit different. God allows the land to bring forth plants—each
separate variety continuing to reproduce itself. God does not permit chaos. Roses produce
roses, not coffee beans. Like your bedroom the way you want it: a place for everything and
everything in its place.
On the fourth day God creates sun, moon, and stars. The process of careful separation
continues as the greater light is set to govern the day and the lesser lights to govern the
night.
A full understanding of God’s creating must wait until we come to the creation of animals,
human beings, and the day of rest. We’ll consider those later. For now let your class delight
in the marvels of God’s beautiful world and turn heavenward to bring God the glory. That’s
why God made our world in the first place!
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Pray About It
This would be an excellent time to shelter yourself, even for just a moment, from the
tyranny of your busy schedule. Go ahead and toss this guide aside for a while (we know we
can trust you to pick it up again later!). Take a quick stroll down the block or in your
backyard. Don’t just think about God’s good creation, go and look at it! Too dark to see the
plants or the trees? Look up! The ancients believed those stars were just peep holes in the
sky that let us glimpse a bit of God’s glory streaming down from heaven. They were right.
Be sure to talk to God about what you see. We bet this will be the most important part of
preparing for your lesson.
Tell About It
Don’t get involved in a lengthy explanation of the creation versus evolution debate. That’s
too difficult for most of the children you teach, and it’s really beside the point here. Help
them marvel at the wonder of creation and the still greater wonder of the One who made it.
Then remind them how much this great Creator loves them. After all, God made them too.

Large Group

Lookin’ Good Game
Goal
Engage the children and pique their interest in today’s
story.
Time
10-15 minutes

Intelligences
Body Smart
Music Smart
Word Smart
Number Smart

Picture Smart
Supplies
 Three shoe boxes
 Play-Doh
 Plastic building blocks (Legos)
 Songs: “Creation Song” (audio track 1; Sing With Me, p. 55), “In the Beginning”
(audio track 2)
 CD player
Before Class Begins
 Number shoe boxes 1, 2, 3; arrange on table.
 Place blob of Play-Doh in box 1.
 Place several building blocks in box 2 (box 3 is empty).
 Prepare a helper to be volunteer 3.
[You may want to cover the boxes with their lids or
cover them all with a blanket to prevent any peeking.]
Begin by saying,
Welcome! It’s so great to see all of you today. If
you’re here for the very first time, we want you to
know how glad we are to see you too!

Tip
This is a great time to
reassure any nervous “first
timers” by giving the group
a quick overview of what
you’ll be doing. Say
something like, “We’re going
to be doing some cool things
together during our large
group time, and then we’ll
divide into smaller groups
for some more activities.”

Today we’re going to learn more about our AWESOME
GOD and the AWESOME WORLD God created! Let’s start by putting a little motion
in our commotion. Everyone stand up—we’re about to praise God!
Chant the “Creation Song” (track 1) and sing “In the Beginning” (track 2).
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Before you sit back down, spend a moment in prayer with your group, using words like
these:
Tip
God, you are awesome! Thanks for making it possible
There may be times when it
for each one of us to be here today. We ask for your
won’t work for your group to
blessing as we learn more about you and your
sing as part of your worship
creation. Amen.
together; simply omit the
Have group members take their seats again.
singing and move on to the
next part of the session.
I need three volunteers to stand behind this table
and play the latest game to sweep the nation . . . or
at least, this room . . . the one, the only . . . Lookin’
Tip
Good!
If your group is really small
Select two child volunteers; the third will be an audience
“plant” (a teen or adult helper you have prepared ahead of
time).
Audience, let’s make these volunteers feel welcome
with a rousing round of leg applause!

today, use one child
volunteer and one assigned
volunteer; eliminate shoe
box 1 or 2.

Slap hands rapidly on thighs as volunteers come forward. Position volunteers behind a
table, each with one of the boxes in front of them. (Be sure your prepared volunteer is
standing behind box 3.)
Volunteers, I am going to give each of you a box that has been filled with a
SPECIAL INGREDIENT. When I say go, each of you will have 27 seconds to create
something from the SPECIAL INGREDIENT that is in your box. Ready, set, GO!
As volunteers 1 and 2 begin to create, volunteer 3 should look perplexed, examining the
“contents” of the box and making hand motions inside the box as though trying to scoop,
shape, or mold something.
Tip
Are you ready, volunteers? The countdown is about
Hum a game show tune or
to begin, and when we get to 1 your time is up. 7, 6,
play some music while you
5, 4, 3, 2, 1! Volunteer 1, show us your creation!
pretend to look at your
Volunteer 1 holds up item.
watch.
Volunteer 1, that’s LOOKIN’ GOOD!
Volunteer 2, show us your creation!
Volunteer 2 holds up item.
Volunteer 2, that’s LOOKIN’ GOOD! Finally, volunteer
3, show us your creation!
Volunteer looks blankly at leader.

Tip
When you say the words
LOOKIN’ GOOD, you’ll want
to be VERY expressive . . .
you’ll be setting the stage
for the telling of the creation
story later on.

Volunteer 3, show us what you’ve created!
Volunteer signals for leader to come over. Volunteer points into box, leader bends over and
peers into box.
Audience, I’m afraid we have experienced a technical
difficulty. Volunteer 3’s special ingredient was
NOTHING!
Show empty shoe box to audience.
Thanks anyway, volunteer 3. Let’s show our
appreciation for our volunteers as they return to
their seats.

Involving Preteens
If you have an older child
who likes to act, consider
asking him or her to play the
role of volunteer 3.

Lead the group in a round of leg applause.
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Well, there you have it, folks, two of our fabulous volunteers have successfully
created SOMETHING from SOMETHING, while our last volunteer has shown us that
you can’t create SOMETHING from NOTHING. The good news is that although WE
can’t create something from nothing, GOD CAN!

Skies and Seas, Plants and Trees

Intelligences

Goal
Tell what our amazing God made during the first four days
of creation.

Picture Smart

Time
10 minutes

Earth Smart

Number Smart
Word Smart

Supplies
 Bible
 Colored posterboard or paper—one large sheet each of black, white, blue, brown, green,
yellow
 CD player
 Songs: “Let Everything That Has Breath” (audio track 3), “This Is the Day” (audio track
4)
Before Class Begins
 Arrange the sheets of colored paper/posterboard in order listed above and determine the
best way to display them while telling the story.
Say, The true story I’m about to tell you is the very first story in the Bible.
Show Bible.
It’s found in chapter 1 of a section called Genesis, and I’m going to need your help
as I tell it. Every time I say the words “And God saw that it was . . .” I need you to
say, “LOOKIN’ GOOD!”
I also need you to keep track of the days for me, so when I say “There was
evening, there was morning. Day . . .” I need you to shout out the number,
starting with number 1.
Display the black paper.
In the very beginning, before there was anything,
there was God. And then . . . God created
SOMETHING from NOTHING. God created the world
and this is the story of what God did.
Display white paper.
God said, “Let there be light” and light appeared. And
God saw that it was . . .
Pause for response
LOOKIN’ GOOD! Then God divided up the light and
the darkness to create day and to create night. There
was evening, there was morning. Day . . . 1!
Display blue paper.

Involving Preteens
Consider asking the older
kids to help you get the little
kids excited during the story
by saying “Lookin’ Good” as
dramatically as they can. Or
ask your older kids for their
input on how you should
pronounce “Lookin’ Good”
and watch them enjoy
hearing you adopt their
funky tone when you tell
the story!

Then God looked out over the watery nothingness that covered heaven and earth
and decided to create a space between them. God called that huge space “sky.”
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And God saw that it was . . . LOOKIN’ GOOD! There was evening, there was
morning. Day . . . 2!
Display brown paper.
Next, God gathered together the waters under the sky and told the dry ground to
appear. God called the dry ground “land” and called the waters “seas.” And God
saw that it was . . . LOOKIN’ GOOD!
Display green paper.
But wait . . . there’s more! God said, “Let there be plants and trees on the land.”
And the land was covered with all kinds of plants and trees, each one filled with
seeds to grow more. And God saw that it was . . . LOOKIN’ GOOD! There was
evening, there was morning. Day . . . 3!
Display yellow paper.
God had more plans for the earth! In order to have days and nights, and seasons
and years, God created two balls of light and placed them in the sky. God called
the bigger light sun and the smaller light moon. God made stars and scattered
them across the sky. And God saw that it was . . . LOOKIN’ GOOD! There was
evening, there was morning. Day . . . 4!
God didn’t stop there! Our awesome God went on to make many, many more
amazing things. We’re going to hear the rest of this story next week. In the
meantime, how about a big WOW to God for the incredible way God created
SOMETHING—the world—from NOTHING!
Raise your hands and say WOW together.
Let’s praise our amazing God as we stand up and sing.
Sing “Let Everything That Has Breath Praise the Lord” and/or “This Is the Day.” Then pray,
using words like these:
God, we are amazed at how you created the world. You made so many shapes and
sizes and sounds and colors and you did it all out of nothing! You are so awesome,
Lord! Amen.
Dismiss the children to small groups.

Small Group: Grades K-3

For Small Group plans for Grades 4-6, see page 26.

Picture It

Intelligences

Goal
Be amazed at God’s creativity in making the world.

Picture Smart

Time
5 minutes

Word Smart

People Smart
Earth Smart

Supplies
 Pictures of flowers, trees, stars, water (check garden center ads, picture books,
magazines, the Internet, and even your home photo album)
or
 Bouquet of assorted flowers
or
 Paint chips in a variety of colors
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Talk about what you just heard together in large group. Ask kids if they remember what
God made the world from. (Nothing)
Say something like this: Isn’t that amazing? God began the whole world with
NOTHING and God thought of EVERYTHING! God’s
imagination is amazing!
Tip
Invite kids to look at some of God’s creations with you,
Some of your kids may see
using one of the following options:
things they have at home or
pictures of places they have
Awesome World
been. Encourage them to
Show kids the pictures you have brought, commenting on
describe God’s creation as
the wide variety found within God’s creation and listening
they have experienced it!
to their comments.
Awesome Flowers
Treat your class to a bouquet of flowers! Purchase a bouquet of assorted flowers and bring
it to class so kids can see, touch, and smell the variety of God’s creation. Give each child a
flower to take home as a reminder of our awesome God.
Awesome Colors
Or bring in a stack of colored paint chips from your local paint store so you can check out
many of the colors God has blessed us with. Together, pick out some of the colors you have
seen in skies and seas, plants and trees. Choose your favorite colors and select a color you
would paint your room if you were allowed!

Scratch Art

Intelligences

Goal
Tell what amazes you about God’s creation and praise God
for it.

Word Smart

Time
20 minutes

Earth Smart

Picture Smart
Self Smart

Supplies
 Paper
 Variety of crayons
 Black crayons, one per child
 “Scratching objects” such as coins, plastic knives, toothpicks, hair combs (optional)
 Memory Card (reproducible page 3 or 4), one per child
 Guess What! magazine, unit 1
Before Class Begins
 Print and create memory cards, preferably on cardstock
Ask, What amazes you most about God’s creation? Remember to tell the kids what
amazes you! Explain that in a few minutes you’ll be making your own colorful creations to
remind you of our awesome God and the awesome world God created. Invite the children to
join you in talking to God and praising God for his amazing creation. Explain that during the
prayer you’ll pause and give them a chance to name the things that amaze them about
God’s world. This could be done in one of two ways:
• Join hands and squeeze the hand of the person next to you as you move around the
circle, giving each child the opportunity to speak.
• Before you pray, ask the kids for ideas and jot them down. Mention them yourself during
the prayer.
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Then lead your group in prayer with words like these: God, you are so amazing! You
made the world from nothing and thought of everything! We are amazed by . . .
[Pause here and allow kids to mention things that amaze them or read through the list that
you made together.] You are an awesome God, and you made an awesome world!
Amen.
Guide the children to make their own colorful creations as
Tip
follows:
Encourage kids to
Pass out one sheet of paper to each child and place a
experiment with color by
variety of colored crayons within their reach. Remind kids
combining different colors to
to think about all the many different colors God created
create new ones. Make up
when making the world. Invite them to completely cover
new names for the newly
their whole paper with lots of different colors. Let them
created colors!
know it doesn’t matter what their coloring looks like and
that they don’t have to draw pictures—the object is to cover their pages with color.
What do you think things might have looked like in
the very beginning before God created anything?
Show kids Genesis 1:2, and read them the description of
the earth found there. (The Message paints a wonderful
picture for the kids of what the world must have been like.
It reads, “Earth was a soup of nothingness, a bottomless
emptiness, an inky blackness.”)
Now invite kids to take a black crayon and, pressing very
hard, completely cover their colored paper. Remind kids of
the things God created on the first four days of creation
(skies and seas; land; plants and trees; sun, moon and
stars) and invite them to take their pictures of “black
nothingness” and create the things God made. Kids can use
their fingernails to scratch out their pictures or try any
other objects you may have available in class.
Tell the kids their creations are lookin’ good!

Family Magazine
Connection
Show kids your copy of the
Guess What! magazine. Tell
them it’s full of fun things
kids can do alone or with
their families—and each
family will get their very
own copy.
Encourage the kids in your
group to do at least one
thing in the magazine during
the coming week. Next
week, they’ll get to tell you
and each other what they
chose!

Distribute the Memory Cards and take a few minutes to get
kids excited about this wonderful psalm—and about the Memory Cards they’ll be collecting
this year. See the suggestions on page 14 for great ways to memorize God’s Word.
Before kids leave today, remind them how much God loves the world he created and how
much God loves them!

Clay Creations
Have Play-Doh available for the kids to make their own creations (if you prefer, create your
own version with this recipe):
Play dough recipe
1 cup (250 mL) flour
¼ cup (50 mL) salt
2 Tbsp (30 mL) cream of tartar
1 cup (250 mL) water
1 Tbsp (15 mL) oil
2 tsp (10 mL) food coloring
Combine ingredients in a medium-sized pan and cook for 3-5 minutes until dough forms a
ball. Cool. Knead. Store in an airtight container.
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Small Group: Grades 4-6

Amazing God, Amazing Creation!

Intelligences

Be amazed at God’s creativity in making the world.

Word Smart

Time
5 minutes

Picture Smart

Number Smart

People Smart
Supplies
 Pictures of God’s creations: flowers, trees, water in its
various forms, planets, mountains, and so on
 Pictures of human inventions: cars, computers, light bulbs, appliances, clocks, buildings,
bridges, shoes, bikes, and so on
Tip
You don’t have to look far
Mix up all the pictures you’ve brought and show them to
for such pictures! You’ll find
your group. Tell them that these can be sorted into two
them in newspapers, retail
different sets, each set having one thing in common.
flyers, magazines, books, or
on websites.
Ask kids to figure out what that one thing is for each group
and to sort the pictures accordingly. (One set of pictures
includes things created by God, the other set of pictures includes things created by people.)
Once your group has figured out the two different categories, remind them that while the
inventions people have made are amazing and can even make them powerful, no invention
is as great as God’s world and no person or thing is more powerful than God! Say, Think
about this—God created everything from NOTHING while people—using the brains
God created—have to make everything from something that already was made by
God! Our God is truly an awesome God!

Creationary

Intelligences

Goal
Tell what amazes you about God’s creation and praise God
for it.

Word Smart

Time
20 minutes

Picture Smart

People Smart
Body Smart

Supplies
 Something to write on (paper and pencils, easel, chalkboard)
 Paper slips or small cue cards with words (see below)
 Egg timer or wristwatch with a second hand
 Memory Card (reproducible page 3 or 4)
Before Class Begins
 Write some of the following words on slips of paper or small cue cards: raindrop,
lightning bolt, sunshine, planets, maple tree, palm tree, snowflake, river, tulip, forest,
garden, wind, moon, dirt, mountains, world, clouds, sky, seed, leaves, icicle, waves,
snowball, darkness, Mars, sunrise, rocks.
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Ask your group to tell you what God created on the first four days of creation. Share with
them what amazes you about God’s creation. Think about how God thought of all the
necessary details—trees and plants with seeds so they can reproduce and grow, the sun to
give light and warmth for people and plants, and so on. God thought of everything! Ask,
What amazes you most about God’s creation? Then make a list together. Invite kids to
join in as you pray, praising God for the things that amaze them. You could do this by
• passing the list around as you pray so that each child may praise God for one item.
• asking one child to pray the list out loud during the prayer;
• reading the list yourself as you pray.
Then lead your group in prayer: God, you are so amazing! You made the world from
nothing and thought of everything! We are amazed
by . . . [add kids’ suggestions here]. You are an
Tip
awesome God and you made an awesome world!
If your kids vary greatly in
Amen.
drawing ability, you can
select an appropriate word
Explain that you’ll be playing Creationary (based on the
and pass it to them.
popular drawing game Pictionary) using words from the
first four days of creation. Each player chooses a word card
from the pile and draws a picture of an object so that everyone can see it. The first child to
correctly guess the word within the time limit receives a point. Play until you run out of
words. If you want to continue, challenge kids to create their own words.
Distribute the Memory Cards and take a few minutes to get kids excited about this
wonderful psalm—and the Memory Cards they’ll be collecting this year. See suggestions for
introducing and using the Memory Connection with your group on page 14.

Option to Step 4
God’s Galaxy Globes
Time
15 minutes

Intelligences
Picture Smart
Word Smart

Supplies
 Small plastic water bottle or baby food jar, one per child
 Glitter or metallic confetti (check craft or dollar stores—you may even find some confetti
containing stars)
 Pitcher of water
 Light corn syrup
 Blue food coloring and star-shaped stickers, optional
 Guess What! magazine, unit 1
 Memory card (reproducible page 3 or 4)
Before Class Begins
 Pour about two inches of corn syrup into each bottle or jar. The more corn syrup you use,
the thicker the liquid will be.
 Print and create memory cards, preferably on cardstock.
Use the first part of the main step 4 above, ending with the prayer. Then show your kids
Psalm 19:1 and read it aloud: The heavens tell about the glory of God. The skies
show that his hands created them (NIrV). Tell your group that they’re going to make
something that they can take home to help them remember our awesome God and the
awesome world God created.
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As you hand out the supplies you’ve gathered, talk about the solar system with your group.
Ask them what they know about the sun, moon, and stars. They’ll likely be able to teach
you a fact or two since many kids this age have studied this
topic in school.
Family Magazine
Invite kids to add glitter, glitter confetti, or metallic stars to
their jars. Pour in water. Add a few drops of blue food
coloring, if you like. Then add the lid and seal tightly.
Decorate jars with star-shaped stickers if you have them.
Shake and enjoy!
Distribute the Memory Cards and take a few minutes to get
kids excited about this wonderful psalm—and the Memory
Cards they’ll be collecting this year. See suggestions on
page 14 for introducing and using the Memory Connection
with your group.

Clay Creations
Have Play-Doh available for the kids to make their own
creations (if you prefer, create your own version with this
recipe):

Connection
Show kids your copy of the
Guess What! magazine. Tell
them it’s full of fun things
kids can do alone or with
their families—and each
family will get their very
own copy. Walk the kids
through some of the pages,
pointing out some of the fun
features in the magazine.
Encourage the kids in your
group to do at least one
thing in the magazine during
the coming week. Next
week, they’ll get to tell you
and each other what they
chose!

Play Dough recipe
1 cup (250 mL) flour
¼ cup (50 mL) salt
2 Tbsp (30 mL) cream of tartar
1 cup (250 mL)water
1 Tbsp (15 mL) oil
2 tsp (10 mL) food coloring
Combine ingredients in a medium-sized pan and cook for 3-5 minutes until dough forms a
ball. Cool. Knead. Store in an airtight container.

One-on-One Fun
What’s Up?
Listen to the CD as you work together. Prepare three shoe boxes as instructed in the
lesson. Have the child you’re working with open them in order and try to create something
with what is inside.
Guess What!
Tell the story as written and use the visual aids suggested
in the session.
So What? (K-3)
Follow discussion as written; choosing one of the three
options and letting the child see the awe you feel at God’s
amazing creation.

Tip
As you tell the story, lay the
colored paper visual aids out
in front of you and have
your student select the color
that goes best with the
section of the story you are
describing.

Do What? (K-3)
Make a scratch art picture together as described. Before
you close in prayer together, write down a list of all the
things that amaze the two of you about God’s creation. If your student is comfortable
praying aloud, take turns reading from your list as you pray.
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So What? (4-6)
Follow discussion as written; let the child see the awe you feel at God’s amazing creation.
Do What? (4-6)
Follow discussion as written, then make God’s Galaxy Globes as described on page 27.
What Else?
If there is time left, create with Play-Doh together.
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